INTRODUCTION
Under the democratization project in Indonesia there are growing number of different types of political engagements among the people. One of significant reform demands is actually the decentralization of political power from the previous authoritarian regime whose power held for more than 32 years in the base of power, the capital city, DKI Jakarta. This demand afterward was institutionalized in a democratic mechanism that is with holding an election in local level to elect the local representatives for regional representation in national level. This regional representation (DPD) is a new institution that officially established in 2004. Many observers and scholars say that this new institution is replacing the local delegation in new order era. The existence of this institution furthers becoming a challenge regarding to the quality of political decentralization-whether DPD, in the same time, it would bring a region it represents to a better condition and able to reinforce the local government capacity in development .
In accordance to UUD 1945, the local representative council has several authorities as mentioned in below article 22D: to tell the involvement of Muhammadiyah, however, the essence is to 2 The existence of DPD in Indonesia constitutional system could not be separated from the institutionalization of representation function. In order to institutionalize this representation function, there are three well known representation system and applied in various democracy countries: 1.) Political representative system; 2.) Territorial representative system; 3.) Functional representative system. In this term, it is imperative to conceptualize several ideas; election, civil society, and strategy to win in politic of representation.
(1) Election
There are various perspectives in understanding whether DPD election is categorized as practical politics or not in Muhammadiyah members. Politic is often associated with the politic of party while the non-party election like DPD is often considered as non-practical politics.
Generally, people understand that election is an official and democratic transition of power and leader. Furthermore, election can also be used as 'reward and punishment' mechanism for the candidate. Therefore, if one seats in representation body through election process, so its representation would be considered as political representation including DPD member because even representative of DPD is territorial representative, the ones who are electing them are still a 'people'. Whatever the duty they hold in society, if they are working in representation body they would still be considered as 
(4) Winning Strategy
Of three DPD elections periods, the strategy and tactic to win the candidate has not changed much. There were only some improvement and neater organizing that can be seen in a 2014 election process. More detail picture and situation of strategy used by Muhammadiyah in three elections (2004, 2009, 2014) would be explained later.
Methodology
This study case based research is a descriptive qualitative research.
To obtain a data, researchers examine documents both in mass media 
Mobilization of the structure
Aris Madani as a chief of PDM Yogyakarta city said as quoted by Whereas the factor utilization of charismatic family which is Afnan as the grandchildren of a moderate national hero and can be accepted by general public. In spite of that, the name of Hadikusumo able to be a force of its own memorabilia for constituents, especially here Afnannot only has similarity in name but also as grandchild of a national hero which by other competitors this strong image they do not have. Moreover his other competitor is came from the group of santri and also have the basis of santri then it become very small for the possibility for other candidates to pick on the big name of Hadikusumo, besides having the title of national hero ki bagus Hadiksusmu had history as preacher who highly respected at the national level. 
